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Introduction
Since their revelation to the public, the sexually transmitted disease (STD) experiments in Guatemala from 1946 to 1948 have earned a place of infamy in the history of medical ethics. During these experiments, Public Health Service (PHS) researchers intentionally exposed over 1,300 non-consenting Guatemalan soldiers, prisoners, psychiatric patients, and commercial sex workers to gonorrhea, syphilis, and/or chancroid under conditions that have shocked the medical community and public alike. Expert analysis has found little scientific value to the experiments as measured by current or contemporaneous research standards. Such an obvious case of research malfeasance, which violated research norms in place both in the past and now, has been uniformly repudiated. The Guatemala STD experiments were labeled “clearly unethical” by President Barack Obama and “reprehensible” by the Secretaries of State and Health and Human Services. The Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, charged by the President to undertake a “thorough fact-finding investigation” into the Guatemala STD experiments, described the studies as “clearly and grievously wrong.” The public now knows what happened in Guatemala, and those actions have been universally condemned, but the question remains: if the Guatemala STD experiments were so “ethically impossible,” how did the U.S. government approve their funding in the first place? Much of the blame for the STD experiments in the media reports has been directed at Dr. John C. Cutler, a senior surgeon at the PHS and the lead investigator in Guatemala. His records, although inconsistent and incomplete, provide the most thorough documentation of what took place in Guatemala. They also provide clear evidence that Dr. Cutler knew some would conclude that this work was unethical. In the absence of his records, we would still not know about the Guatemala STD experiments — with their revelation, Dr. Cutler’s name has become synonymous with unethical research.

Public health research, however, is rarely an individual activity. The events in Guatemala did not just happen because a rogue scientist exploited a loophole in an underdeveloped administrative scheme. Making Dr. Cutler the focus of blame in the Guatemala STD scandal limits our understanding of the scope of responsibility for the experiments. Many others were complicit in planning, approving, advising, and participating in the STD research. Such a focus diminishes the lessons we can apply to ethical analysis of current human participant research. If Dr. Cutler had not joined the PHS, the Guatemala STD experiments might still have occurred. They were not merely the product of a malevolent individual; they were generated and supported by a structured grant system and a defined research environment.

This structured research grant system was the new National Institutes of Health (NIH) system. The World War II contract process of directed research...
gave way in 1946 to an NIH grant process encouraging scientific freedom under the Division of Research Grants (DRG). We argue in this article that tension existed at the time between the need for a system of governmental oversight and the desire to foster free scientific inquiry. The push towards scientific freedom coupled with a lack of attention to serious conflicts of interest at the grant review level did not offer sufficient protection to the subjects of federally funded research. The failure to address these tensions adequately was a major element leading to the eventual corruption of the Guatemala experiments. In the Guatemala STD study context, respect for scientific freedom trumped administrative accountability, and the desire to engage the most preeminent experts for funding review overwhelmed attention to the conflicts and biases those experts faced. Without the detailed regulatory structure in place now for both grant review and treatment of research participants, this initial NIH process left protection of research subjects to the virtue of individual researchers, and the approval of their close colleagues and superiors.7

In this article we document the system of research review in place at the time of the Guatemala experiments and the ethos of scientific freedom for investigators that it promised. The NIH launched these experiments as part of a transition from the wartime contract process to a “new horizon” of postwar research grants. The inaugural NIH study section recommended approval of the Guatemala STD experiments at its first meeting. While the DRG required annual reports from its grantees, the Guatemala researchers were able to time their more questionable experiments so as to evade detailed reporting. We also look at the web of relationships that generated the experiments and provided a support system for them over time.

The needs to reconcile governmental oversight of research with scientific freedom and to mitigate conflicts of interest in areas requiring specialized expertise are issues that continue to challenge participant research today.8 While current grant review and human subjects research regulations are designed to prevent the abuses perpetrated on the subjects of the Guatemala STD experiments, it is critical for researchers to understand the impetus behind these regulations and be able to apply such ethical lessons to their daily interactions. Regulations and ethics are not coextensive — there will inevitably be times where a participant must rely on the ethical responsibility of an investigator. Ethics training is a critical element in a researcher’s education to inform compliance with the spirit of even the most well-tailored regulatory structure. Comprehensive understanding of what could happen when “high ethical purposes and completely good morals”9 of researchers are assumed and not cultivated is crucial to understanding the requisite value of ethics education and building the responsible investigator.

Science in Wartime: The Federal Medical Research Funding Process

At the turn of the 20th century in the United States, Congress allotted minimal funding for research grants related to the investigation of disease. The agencies created to fund research focused on matters relating to war. Congress created the National Academy of Sciences in 1863 to identify and employ scientific talent that could advance national objectives during the Civil War.10 The National Research Council began to carry out studies for the National Academy of Sciences, and in 1916 the Council of National Defense was established to coordinate resources and industry preparation for the U.S. effort in World War I.11

In 1935, President Franklin Roosevelt established the National Resources Committee to provide recommendations, plans, data, and information about the development of national resources.12 The Committee went on to release a report entitled “Research — a National Resource” that argued that government agencies should be granted more latitude for the use of research funds so that scientists could tangentially build upon research as they were conducting it “following the unforeseen leads which research itself reveals.” The National Resources Committee saw research as “something of an adventure; and the more freedom.

Such an obvious case of research malfeasance, which violated research norms in place both in the past and now, has been uniformly repudiated. The Guatemala STD experiments were labeled “clearly unethical” by President Barack Obama and “reprehensible” by the Secretaries of State and Health and Human Services.
it enjoys, the more likely it is to achieve important results."

On the brink of the American involvement in World War II, the Roosevelt Administration established the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) to assume research contracts “issued for the purpose of assuring adequate provision for research on scientific and medical problems relating to national defense.” The Committee on Medical Research was also inaugurated to “advise and assist the Director in the performance of his medical research duties with special reference to the mobilization of medical and scientific personnel of the nation..." to recommend to the Director the need for and character of contracts to be entered into with universities, hospitals, and other agencies conducting medical research activities for research and development in the field of medical science." (See Figure I).

Although the National Resources Committee had advised broad latitude for investigators, under the OSRD contract process, those who wished to receive funding had to complete a proposal including the: 1) “subject of investigation with its background, present state of knowledge, significance in national defense and plan of attack;” 2) “personnel, materials, and financial requirements;” 3) “investigative facilities available;” and 4) estimated duration of research. If an investigator received funding, he was required to conduct the research as defined in the contract, submit bi-monthly progress reports, and file a final report.

Dr. Joseph Earle Moore was the Director of the Venereal Disease Division at Johns Hopkins University and Chair of the Subcommittee on Venereal Disease under the National Research Council (the research arm of the National Academies). Although Dr. Moore was excited by medical advancements during World War II, he warned that “[t]he success or failure of a National Research Foundation depends, not on money alone, but even more largely on the administration of it. Politics, bureaucracy, red tape, incompetent leadership – these can render sterile and futile the expenditure of any sum.” In an early draft of Organizing Scientific Research for War: The Administrative History of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, Irvin Stewart conceded that a level of bureaucratic research oversight was appropriate in a time of war, when scientific “[c]oordination...could not be sustained through publication of results for that was either impossibly slow or, in classified fields, altogether absent.” In contrast, once hostilities ceased he argued that “supervision of research is unnecessary and coordination is gradually sustained by ordinary channels of publication and scientific meetings.”

In four years OSRD administered some 2,515 contracts worth about $454 million. By 1944 and the impending defeat of Germany, however, OSRD Director Vannevar Bush decided that some of its contracts could be transferred to “a permanent civilian organization which might in peacetime supplement the work of the Army and the Navy...” PHS Surgeon General Thomas Parran and the NIH Director Rolla Dyer advocated for assigning this ongoing work to the NIH—the biomedical research laboratory of the PHS. With the passage of the Public Health Service Act in July that same year, Surgeon General Parran and his Advisory Council assumed responsibility for the research grant system, the duty of recommending project funding, and any “additional means as [the Surgeon General] deems necessary or appropriate” to administer such grants.

Upon dissolution of the OSRD in December 1945, 42 projects previously administered by that agency were taken over by the PHS.

During World War II, OSRD directed research funding primarily toward topics of interest to the armed services. As many considered syphilis “one of the most pressing problems of military medicine,” and an anticipated 7,000,000 work days a year were lost to gonorrheal infection, contracts that supported research into
the prevention and treatment of STDs took priority. When the war ended, “the lion’s share of research appropriations” remained tied up in military research and a major portion of that research — almost half of the contracts transferred from OSRD — involved penicillin therapy trials for syphilis.

Studies of penicillin and other “miracle drugs” had heightened popular expectations for rapid scientific advancement during the war. To the average citizen at the time, there was a “new optimism about the power of science.” Government medical officials worked to channel this optimism into enthusiasm for federally-funded research. At a lecture at Dartmouth College in December of 1945, Surgeon General Parran identified the government as the most realistic source of support for medical research. He argued that such a program “must assure complete freedom for the institutions and the individual scientists in developing and conducting their research work.” The financial significance of grant funding for researchers was obvious. Grant applications surged as the total expenditure for medical research rose from $18,000,000 in 1941 to $115,000,000 in 1946. Congress also put aside a special appropriation of $800,000 to produce antibiotics.

Under Dr. Parran’s leadership, the NIH presented plans for the federal expansion of public health initiatives when “[t]he time was ripe and the postwar budget could stand the cost.”

“New Horizons in Medical Research”: Scientific Freedom under the Division of Research Grants

Surgeon General Parran preferred a research grant structure over OSRD’s contractual requirements. Contracts were for specific directed research on behalf of the government, but a research grants structure lessened government control and encouraged investigator independence. The PHS’s acceptance of OSRD’s contracts as grants, however, called for a new administrative structure. The NIH Director Dr. Dyer appointed Dr. Cassius Van Slyke, Assistant Chief of the PHS Venereal Disease Division, as the Chief of the new DRG in January of 1946. With so much funding already devoted to penicillin and STD research, it made sense to place a physician with related experience in a leadership role in the new office under the NIH.

Dr. Van Slyke was committed to eliminating many of the burdens posed by the administrative oversight of contract research. One thing that had “especially bothered” him about the wartime contract process was that it “required a lot of paperwork....” He shared his vision for the future of research grants in his article “New Horizons in Medical Research,” where he declared that the establishment of the DRG signaled the “complete acceptance of a basic tenet of the philosophy upon which the scientific method rests: The integrity and independence of the research worker and his freedom from control, direction, regimentation, and outside interference.” Dr. Van Slyke agreed with the National Resources Committee regarding the benefits of scientific latitude and endorsed maximum flexibility for researchers to change the direction of funded research as “bypaths quite often lead to more important findings than do the roads from which they branch.” Dr. Van Slyke distributed the article to many academic scientists for their endorsement before publishing it in Science.

Dr. Van Slyke structured his division so that “[r]esearch under the Research Grants programs is conducted with the full independence and autonomy of the research investigator.” In contrast to the bi-weekly reporting requirement of the contract structure, he believed that only brief annual scientific progress reports should be required from grantees:

In order not to divert the time of the researcher unnecessarily from the actual conduct of the research investigation, only annual scientific progress reports are requested. It is not desired that the preparation of these reports present any long, tedious burden to the investigator, and it is therefore requested that they contain only such data in a brief, clear, and concise manner as will permit the appropriate Study Section and National Advisory Council to be adequately informed as to the conduct of the research investigations since the submission of the previous progress report.

He later reported that under his system “wide latitude is allowed [for] the responsible scientific investigator in the use of research grants funds. Recipients of awards are given complete freedom to conduct projects in whatever ways they choose.” In Dr. Van Slyke’s new “medical research program of scientists and by scientists,” scientific freedom promised scientific progress, and governmental oversight required under the contract process had stifled that freedom. Dr. Van Slyke’s mantra of scientific freedom permeated the PHS research grants program. Dr. Ernest Allen, appointed from the PHS Venereal Disease Division by Dr. Van Slyke as Assistant Chief of the DRG, noted that “[t]hose who established the [DRG] believed that maximum progress can be achieved only if the scientist enjoys freedom to experiment without direction or interference, and they drew up policies and procedures accordingly.” Under Dr. Van Slyke’s
program “[t]he investigator works on problems of his own choosing and is not obliged to adhere to a preconceived plan. He is free to publish as he sees fit and to change his research without clearance if he finds new and more promising leads. He has almost complete budget freedom as long as he uses the funds for research purposes and expends them in accordance with local institutional rules.” Dr. Van Slyke believed his was a system dealing with men of “high ethical purposes and completely good morals.” He later observed that “[w]e didn’t have to worry about legalities, or a legalistic approach to this thing at all. We were just dealing with the kind of folks that wouldn’t cheat a penny.” Dr. Van Slyke, and those who helped him create the grant review process, were “completely in favor of trusting the scientist and we set up such a program that trusted him. If [the scientist] let us down — well, that was the exception. It was far and away the exception.”

This vision was the foundation of the NIH grant review process. Dr. James A. Shannon, the Director of the NIH, testified before a committee of the House of Representatives in 1962 that investigators with research grants “are not conducting research for NIH. They are exploring ideas of their own choosing...” and are “free to plan and conduct their investigations as they see fit.” This had been “true from the beginnings of the program...[and was] in response to a fundamental philosophy.” Dr. Shannon argued that “science will advance most rapidly, and that as a consequence, practical findings will emerge most rapidly and in the greatest profusion, if science is unfettered by restrictions — if scientists are given freedom to follow their ideas.... Selection of good men and good ideas — and rejection of the inferior — is the key.”

The funding process under the DRG involved dual review of both a specialized study section and an appropriate Advisory Council. The goal of the study sections was to distance the grant review system from government-driven research decisions of World War II and create a structure of “peer review” under which DRG placed advisory power in the hands of preeminent members of the relevant scientific community. Dr. Van Slyke envisioned “the scientific community of America,” as opposed to the government, deciding who would receive grant funds because he believed that “if we couldn’t trust the scientists of this country to do a job properly, we couldn’t trust anybody.”

The study sections had two responsibilities: (1) to be aware of the status of research generally in their field to identify areas to be expanded upon and encouraged, and (2) to review applications for grant money in that field and forward a recommendation to the appropriate Advisory Council. The study section reviewed the science; the Advisory Council approved the funding. The standard application reviewed by the study section was a four-page form with a 200-word summary of the project. The form included information on objectives, methods, and the budget. After the study section finished a review of “scientific merit and confidence in the principal investigator,” they formulated an official recommendation. Advisory Councils took DRG policy goals into consideration, but study section recommendations were the primary factor in determining which grants to approve and send to the Surgeon General for final endorsement.

“Good Men and Good Ideas”: Approval and Scientific Freedom in the Guatemala STD Studies

Necessary Review Expertise and Conflicts of Interest

Because of the influx of wartime penicillin contracts, the Syphilis Study Section was the first to begin its work. It held its inaugural meeting on February 7-8, 1946. Dr. Moore, who had earlier voiced his concerns on “politics, bureaucracy, red tape, and incompetent leadership” as barriers to the success of national research efforts, moved from his prior appointment as Chair of the Venereal Disease Subcommittee of the National Research Council to become the Chair of the Syphilis Study Section. Drs. John Mahoney, of the PHS, Venereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL), and John Stokes, of the Institute for the Control of Syphilis, University of Pennsylvania, also relocated from the National Research Council’s Subcommittee to the Syphilis Study Section.

Other members of the Syphilis Study Section included PHS officers Drs. Harry Eagle and John Heller, along with Dr. Thomas Turner, of the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. At their inaugural meeting, the Syphilis Study Section approved the Guatemala STD experiments, which they later described as “dealing with the experimental transmission of syphilis to human volunteers and improved methods of prophylaxis,” for recommendation to the National Advisory Health Council.

On March 8-9th, 1946 the Advisory Council met to discuss the new grant approval process and to review the recommendations of the study sections. At this meeting, the Advisory Council approved Research Grant (RG)-65 for the “[p]rophylaxis and treatment of gonorrhea and syphilis.” The Advisory Council named “Guatemala” as the “Grantee” of the funds and the “Pan American Union” as the “Investigator.” Dr. Cutler explained that while the grant was made from the DRG to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, the VDRL “assumed responsibility for scientific and tech-
nical direction of the project and provided necessary personnel,” including himself. Dr. John Mahoney was listed as the principal investigator of the grant.

The primary goal of study sections was to evaluate grant applications using the best available expertise, and a small number of preeminent researchers, whose interests and allegiances overlapped, dominated the field of STD research. Conflicts of interest were a concern. As a later historian noted: “[d]espite the fact that individual members of these review groups are required to absent themselves whenever a grant application from their own institution is under consideration, there is unavoidably some conflict of interest built into this system. No man can be completely objective about a grant application from an esteemed colleague who has just stepped out of the room, or even from one of the colleagues’ close associates.”

Dr. Mahoney was a member of the Syphilis Study Section and also the Director of the VDRL. All of the U.S. investigators were from his laboratory and Dr. Mahoney himself was later confirmed as the principal investigator. However, there is no evidence to suggest whether or not he abstained from the Study Section discussion regarding the Guatemala STD experiments.

In 1943, Drs. Mahoney and Richard Arnold of the VDRL discovered that penicillin could cure syphilis quickly and effectively. (Dr. Mahoney also published with Dr. Van Slyke in 1943 concerning the use of penicillin for gonorrhea.) While Drs. Mahoney and Arnold continued refining their research on the administration and dosing of penicillin, they also turned to exploring the prevention of infection through a post-exposure prophylaxis wash called “orvus-mapharsen” that they had found to be effective in rabbits. Small-scale studies of their orvus-mapharsen wash had been conducted, but “while the results were suggestive they were inconclusive.” Therefore, “[i]t was felt that carefully controlled studies on relatively small groups of individuals exposed to a high risk of infection were required before the preparation could be prepared for wide spread use, particularly in the Armed Services.” Indeed, the stated objectives of the Guatemala STD experiments were to continue testing the effectiveness of penicillin as well as research the efficacy of orvus-mapharsen in humans. Dr. Cutler, who worked for Drs. Mahoney and Arnold at the VDRL, was selected to manage these studies in Guatemala. Both physicians acted as Dr. Cutler’s supervisors.

Due to his strong personal interest in the success of his prophylaxis and oversight of the study, Dr. Mahoney’s involvement in the study section that recommended the Guatemala STD experiments for approval raises serious concerns. When the grant for the study of “[p]rophylaxis and treatment of gonorrhea and syphilis” in Guatemala came before the Syphilis Study Section, not only was the principal investigator a member, the main therapies under investigation were a continuation of his work.

The personal interest of the Syphilis Study Section in the Guatemala STD experiments did not end there. Dr. Van Slyke was an STD physician himself. He received his initial training in the PHS Venereal Disease Division, rising to Assistant Chief of that unit. He had just completed his service as Associate Director of the VDRL under Dr. Mahoney. Dr. Van Slyke served as the Syphilis Study Section Executive Secretary, responsible for coordinating the review of the applications.

Dr. Heller of the Syphilis Study Section was the Chief of the Division of Venereal Disease at the PHS, where he worked with Dr. Mahoney and recruited Dr. Van Slyke (before his move to DRG). After the renewal of the Guatemala STD experiments in 1947, Dr. Heller accompanied Drs. Van Slyke and Mahoney to visit the Guatemala City study site. He asked Dr. Cutler to take “photographic records” of the experiments for him to use later for teaching. Above and beyond the annual reporting requirements of grantees to study sections, Dr. Heller also received copies of Dr. Cutler’s monthly reports from Guatemala, which Dr. Mahoney requested he keep confidential. At the time Dr. Heller was approving the Guatemala STD experiments on the Syphilis Study Section, he was also overseeing his own syphilis experiments in Tuskegee, Alabama — experiments that Dr. Cutler would later join. (See Figure II.)

Study Section Chair Dr. Joseph Moore also considered a site visit to Guatemala. When Dr. Moore was the Chair of the National Research Committee’s Venereal Disease Subcommittee, he was instrumental in the approval of gonorrhea prophylaxis experiments in Terre Haute, Indiana where researchers intentionally exposed prisoners to gonorrhea through many of the same intentional exposure methods used in Guatemala. His colleagues on the Terre Haute study included Drs. Van Slyke, Mahoney, and Cutler.

Dr. Eagle of the Syphilis Study Section was doing his own work on penicillin and syphilis, using doses of the antibiotic as a prophylactic. When Waldemar Kaempffert, science editor for the New York Times, reported on Dr. Eagle’s research in rabbits, Kaempffert noted that while Dr. Eagle’s “case holds good for rabbits...no tests on human beings have yet been made. To settle the human issue quickly it would be necessary to shoot living syphilis germs into human bodies, just as Dr. Eagle shot them...
Figure II
Involvement in the Syphilis Study Section in the Terre Haute and Guatemala Experiments
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- Richard Arnold
- John Cutler
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- Elliot Harkow
- Sacha Levitan

Dr. Eagle was not the only Syphilis Study Section member who wanted to do his own research in Guatemala. Dr. Turner of Johns Hopkins asked Dr. Mahoney to have the Guatemala researchers “check on the pathogenicity in man of the rabbit spirochete” that he had been working on. Even Surgeon General Parran, who had final approval authority for all grants before the DRG, was reportedly “familiar with all the arrangements” of the experiments and was “very much interested in the project.” After a debriefing on Guatemala, “a merry twinkle came into his eye when he said, ‘You know, we couldn’t do such an experiment in this country.’”

When Dr. Parran left the Surgeon General’s office in late 1948, Dr. Mahoney noted his exit to Dr. Cutler: “we have lost a very good friend and that it appears to be advisable to get our ducks in line. In this regard we feel that the Guatemala project should be brought to the innocuous stage as rapidly as possible.”

In sum, when the Guatemala STD experiments were recommended for funding by the Syphilis Study Section, one member of the study section was the principal investigator of the protocol; two members had worked with the principal investigator previously on the Venereal Disease Subcommittee; two members had been involved in the Terre Haute gonorrhea experiments with the Executive Secretary and the investigator on the ground in Guatemala; and two members and the Executive Secretary worked or had worked together at the PHS Venereal Disease Division — the laboratory which “assumed responsibility for scientific and technical direction” of the protocol at issue. Out of the twelve members of the Syphilis Study Section, five members and the Executive Secretary either visited the experiments in Guatemala and/or tried to join in on the work.

Governmental Oversight and Free Scientific Inquiry Reporting Requirements

Although the wartime research contract process required bi-weekly progress reports from federal grantees, Dr. Van Slyke avoided placing this burden on the investigators funded by grants — he requested only brief annual reports for the study section and Advisory Council. Dr. Cutler did send monthly progress reports from Guatemala to Dr. Mahoney and sent edited versions to the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. However, the Pan American Sanitary Bureau closely aligned itself with the PHS at the time, which assigned “practically all of [the Pan American...
Sanitary Bureau’s] professional staff....” Dr. Hugh S. Cumming Sr. led both organizations as the U.S. Surgeon General until 1936, at which point he retired from the PHS but remained the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau until 1947. 

Intentional exposure experiments began in the Guatemalan Army in February 1947 and followed in the penitentiary and psychiatric hospital in May. The following month, Dr. Cutler wrote to Dr. Mahoney with concerns about even the limited reporting they were doing:

First, as you know, it is imperative that the least possible be known and said about this project, for a few words to the wrong person here, or even at home, might wreck it or parts of it. We have found that there has been more talk here than we like with knowledge of the work turning up in queer places.... The four of us in our project have carefully discussed the matter and all felt that we should do all possible to keep knowledge of our project restricted. Thus I should like to ask your permission to send the detailed reports and discussions of our work directly to you and not through any other person here. In order to conform to the [Pan American Sanitary Bureau] requirement for monthly reports we can continue to send the barest summaries of our progress.

Dr. Mahoney agreed with Dr. Cutler in his response the following week and assured him that he would reiterate the secretive nature of his forwarded reports to Dr. Heller:

In regard to the amount of gossip which the work in Guatemala has engendered, we are doing our utmost here to restrict our own conversations and those of others bearing upon the matter. We have also been aware of considerable conversation and discussion being carried out in rather high places, much of which has not helped the work greatly. We are forwarding all of your reports to Doctor Heller in a way which we hope will prevent their being read by unauthorized persons. I will write him again in the matter.

The National Advisory Council approved Guatemala funding in March 1946. When the PHS researchers arrived in Guatemala, they began by conducting serology studies that compared the accuracy of different syphilis diagnostic blood tests in the Guatemalan population and by treating already-infected military patients with penicillin. In February 1947, they also conducted an experiment in the Army in which 15 soldiers had intercourse with two commercial sex workers who were infected with gonorrhea.

In March the brief annual report to the Syphilis Study Section and Advisory Council was due, and the Advisory Council renewed RG-65. Within weeks of filing this report the PHS researchers began intentional exposure experiments in the penitentiary and the psychiatric hospital. They abandoned their initial experiment design of “normal exposure” to commercial sex workers and injected syphilis spirochetes directly into their subjects. As the RG-65(c) funding drew to a close in June 1948, Dr. Cutler urged Dr. Mahoney that he should request further funding to continue the STD experiments. Dr. Mahoney disagreed, saying “a new grant has some drawback in that it will require a progress report dealing with the work which has been accomplished. This we might not care to do at the present time.”

Dr. Van Slyke, however, gave his approval to the researchers to continue to use any remaining grant funds in Guatemala for up to 6 months after the expiration of the grant.

When the Guatemala researchers completed their first annual reporting requirement to the Division of Research Grants in March 1946, the major work they had completed was on serological testing; only one sexual intercourse prophylaxis experiment had been conducted. The next month, the PHS researchers moved into the Guatemala City Penitentiary as well as the Psychiatric Hospital and began exposing subjects to STDs via “artificial inoculation.” Over the next year their research expanded to include injection of syphilis spirochetes into the blood stream and spinal column, abrading genitals to apply a syphilitic emulsion, and applying gonorrheal pus to subjects’ mucus membranes. In 21 months of intentional exposure experiments, involving 1,300 subjects, the PHS investigators would have only filed one annual report to the Division of Research Grants describing only serological testing, penicillin treatment, and one sexual intercourse experiment of 15 subjects.

Scientific Freedom
Dr. Van Slyke’s new research grants system adopted the perspective of the National Resources Committee that “[a] further advantage to research which would result from latitude in the use of funds is the possibility of following the unforeseen leads which research itself reveals.” Dr. Van Slyke later explained “we never did hold [the scientists] to their stated purpose. They were free to turn any way they wanted to.”

In the Guatemala STD experiments the original plan had been to test Drs. Mahoney and Arnold’s orvus-mapharsen prophylaxis wash in prisoners who...
were having sexual intercourse with commercial sex workers infected with syphilis. Sex work was legal in prisons in Guatemala, thereby allowing for “normal exposure” to STDs. The hope was to test the prophylaxis through as natural a method as possible to establish a “rapid and unequivocal answer as to the value of various prophylactic techniques.”

The original PHS protocol immediately posed challenges. The subjects could not be infected with STDs dependably (the same problem that forced the abandonment of the Terre Haute prison gonorrhea study), which prevented the reliable testing of the post-exposure prophylaxis. Dr. Cutler decided that the solution was more aggressive exposure techniques and “unforeseen leads” and moved on to exposing subjects in the Psychiatric Hospital to syphilis through oral ingestion and injecting syphilitic material “directly into the central nervous system” in the base of subjects’ skulls. He also performed transmission experiments in which he applied gonorrheal pus to subjects’ urethras, rectums, and eyes. After Dr. Mahoney refused to apply for more funding or to submit a new report to DRG, Dr. Cutler tested the orvus-mapharsen prophylaxis for a third STD, exposing the abraded skin of 131 soldiers and psychiatric patients to chancroid in October of 1948. Dr. Van Slyke’s extension of the renewed RG-65 ended in December of 1948, after which Dr. Cutler left Guatemala.

Although much of the public commentary on the Guatemalan STD experiments has targeted the failings of Dr. Cutler, we offer a different critique by focusing on the institutional context and research ethos that shaped the outcome of the PHS STD research in Guatemala. Dr. Cutler had daily responsibility for the conduct of the experiments, but a “new horizon” of grant-based scientific review allowed this work to proceed.

Conclusions and Implications

Although much of the public commentary on the Guatemalan STD experiments has targeted the failings of Dr. Cutler, we offer a different critique by focusing on the institutional context and research ethos that shaped the outcome of the PHS STD research in Guatemala. Dr. Cutler had daily responsibility for the conduct of the experiments, but a “new horizon” of grant-based scientific review allowed this work to proceed. The freedom that Dr. Cutler was able to exercise allowed him to ignore the heightened concern for the welfare of research participants that characterized planning for the Terre Haute experiments, as well as the general movement at the end of World War II. Dr. Van Slyke later emphasized that under his new structure federally funded researchers were supposed to “make sure that in treating [a research subject] we weren’t subjecting him to any unusual danger.” He insisted that if “untoward effects” occurred, treatment would be stopped “so that [the subject] wouldn’t be hurt.” But with a new grant system based on the discretion of the investigator, no one held Dr. Cutler accountable to such considerations. Serious professional conflicts marked the review of RG-65. Many of the members of the Syphilis Study Section were close colleagues and had worked together and with the principal investigator before as researchers and...
reviewers. Dr. Mahoney stood to benefit from the success of his new prophylactic treatment that Dr. Cutler was studying in Guatemala, and several other study section members attempted to advance their own work as part of the grant they had already approved.

The researchers in Guatemala abandoned their original ineffective exposure methodology in favor of much more invasive techniques. The flexible grant process allowed this change with federal funding. Dr. Cutler’s correspondence affirms that he was aware that some colleagues might consider his new methods a violation of the norms of research ethics. However, the investigators’ efforts to keep the work secret and the lack of formal reporting under the grant structure allowed these violations to continue. While many of the Syphilis Study Section members had a detailed awareness of the work going on in Guatemala, it is clear from the researchers’ emphasis on secrecy and discretion that if others found out about the STD work they believed it would have meant an end to the experimentation.

Twenty years after the Guatemala STD experiments, Dr. Henry K. Beecher argued in his seminal article on “Ethics and Clinical Research” that examples of unethical experimentation on humans had been growing since World War II. Dr. Beecher found that “[t]he data are suggestive of widespread problems” and that it was “evident...that unethical or questionably ethical procedures are not uncommon.” Dr. Beecher placed the onus of ethical behavior on “the more reliable safeguard provided by the presence of an intelligent, informed, conscientious, compassionate, responsible investigator.” The Guatemala STD experiments, however, demonstrate that reliance on such an investigator is not enough to protect all research participants all of the time. The new NIH peer review system, put in place just as the Guatemala studies were about to begin, and stressing “scientific merit and confidence in the principal investigator” revealed critical flaws in its first implementation.

Peer review still forms the basis of the NIH’s dual review grant process. As late as 1996, the Director of DRG described the leadership style reflected in his agency as having been “inherited from Ernest Allen and Cassius Van Slyke, whose guiding precept was that no procedural obstacle should be allowed to stand in the way of scientific opportunity.” A plethora of infamous research scandals however led to modern scientific peer review and research participant regulations to combat just the types of problems present in Guatemala. The NIH has reformed its policies on conflicts of interest in the peer review process. Regulations now prohibit those with real or apparent conflicts of interest from reviewing the application at issue, conflicts including the possibility of financial benefit or any other interest likely to bias the reviewer’s evaluation. The perception that peer review groups “are biased toward one of their own” is “long-standing” and assumed by the regulations and another qualified group must review a member’s research proposal. The NIH continues to refine its review process today, most recently considering a pilot program for anonymous grant review. Institutional review board approval is also necessary for federally-funded human research, requiring protections such as minimization of risk, equitable subject selection, informed consent, and additional safeguards for vulnerable populations such as prisoners and people with mental disabilities. These regulations support the grant review process so that participant protections do not solely rely on the discretion of an investigator.

Making Dr. Cutler the sole culpable party for what happened in Guatemala limits the breadth of the import of this case. There will always be immoral individuals. Critical for participant protection is a regulatory system that mandates, to the extent possible, correct behavior. Today, conflict of interest regulations, along with other layers of protections, make the funding of unethical research much less likely in the first place. Human subjects regulations and institutional review boards provide another layer of protection against unethical research once it is funded. But what is legal and what is ethical do not always have the same scope – sometimes regulations permit an action that is unethical, and sometimes the ethically optimal choice may fall outside regulatory boundaries. Ethics training is essential to encourage compliance with the spirit, as well as letter, of the law and inform actions in the space in which something may be legal but unethical. A comprehensive understanding of professional ethics also allows researchers to identify times where lawmakers should recalibrate regulations to reinforce ethical action. It is impossible to prevent a researcher from ever having to make an ethical assessment. The responsible investigator remains an important ideal.

Comprehensive ethics education can help build and support this responsible investigator. Scandals like the Guatemala STD studies give students stark examples of why “completely good morals” cannot be assumed, but must be taught, learned, and embodied. Ethical researchers do not self-select, they must be cultivated. A system built on the ethos of “good men and good ideas” alone is not enough to guarantee federal funding is used to advance good science. It takes regulatory research participant protections in addition to professional ethics education to achieve the longstanding ideal of the responsible investigator and ensure ethical research.
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